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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PENNSYLVANIA POWER AND LIGHT CO. ) Docket Nos. 50-387
ALLEGHENY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. ) 50-388

)
(Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, )

Units 1 and 2) ) -

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD F. BRANAGAN, JR.
RELATING TO RADON-222 RELEASES (Contention 1)

Q1. State your name and describe the work you perfonn.

A. My name is Edward F. Branagan, Jr. I am employed by the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission as a Radiological Physicist in the

D1 vision of Systmis Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation. In this position I am responsible for assessing the

enviromiental impacts of nuclear facilities.

Q2. Were the radiological 'mpacts of radon-222 releases fran the fuel
cycle presented in the FES?

A. Yes. The Staff presented a brief assess.T.ent of the potential

health impacts per RRY in the FES for the Susquehanna facility (pp. ,

4-31 through 4-32). Estimates uf the quantities of radon-222

released fra; various phases of mining and milling operations, as

well as population dose conmitments, were preseited in Tables 4.18

thr: ugh 4.20 of the FES.
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Using the risk estimators described in the FES (p, 4-24 and 4-33),

the estimited risk of cancer mortality due to mining, milling, and

active-tailings emissions of radon-222 is about 0.11 cancer

fatality per RRY. When the risk due to radon-222 emissions from

stabilized tailings over a 100-year release period is added, the

estimated risk of cancer mortality over a 100-year period is

uncnanged. Similarly, a risk of about 1.2 cancer fatalities per

RRY over a 1000-yctr release period is estimated. When potential

radon releases from reclaimea and unreclaimed Ten-pit mines are

included, the overall rf:ks of radon-induced cancer fatalities per

RRY are about 0.2 and 2.0 for a 100-year and a 1000-year period,

respectively.

Q3. How do the potential health impacts fra: exposure to radon-222 frai
the fuel. cycle conpare with potential health impacts from exposure
to natural background radon-222?

A. The potentiai health impacts (i.e., about 0.2 and 2.0 cancer fatalities for a

; year and a 1000 year period, respectively) fran expos.;re to

radon-222 fram the fuel cyr,le are less than 0.0001% of the potenti3!

| health impacts fran exposure to natural background radon-222 (i.e.,

about 300,000 and 3,000,GLO cancer fatalities for a '00 year and a 1000 year

period, respectively) .

04. Has the radiological impact of radon-2?? releases been presented at
other reactor licensing hearings?

A. Yes. Dr. Gotchy of the NRC Staff presented extensive testimony on

the health effects of Radon-222 in the perkins proceedings (Duke

Power Co. ,1978). In his testimony, he concluded that the
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pctential health impacts (assuming the work and the American people

remain essentially the sate as they are today) would be on the

order of 0.11 and 1.2 cancer deaths and 0.036 to 0.40 genetic

effects per RRY over periods ranging from 100 to 1,000 years. The

potential health impacts estimated in the FES (p. 4-33) are based

on the radiological impact models used for the Perkins hearing.

However, the FE3 alsa includes potential health impacts from
'

reclaimed and unreclaimed open-pit mines.

QS. Have there been any major changes in the models since the Perkins
hearing that would change the basic conclusions?

A. No. Although new estimates of collective population doses per

curie (Ci) of radon--?22 and the potential cancer and genetic risks

have been developed by the Staff since the Perkins hearing, based

on the most recent infomation availabic2 they do not change the

basic conclusions." Table 1 summarizes the major changes since

the Perkins hearing. The potential health effects estimates in the

Perkins record have not been substantially changed by subsequent

events. They represent a reasonably conservative estimate of the

risks over reasonable periods of time and are not substantially
|

| different from other estimates ( See, e.g. NUREG - 0757).
;

*a Final Generic Enviromental Impact Statement on Uranium Milling,
NUREG-0706 (September,1980).

b Radon Releases frm Uranium Mining and Milling and their calculatea|

Health Effects NUREG-6757, (Februar, ,1981).'
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Q6. Recently, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board (ASLAB) in
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station,
Units 2 and 3), ALAa-640, NRC ____, (May 13,1981), adop ted
radon release values for use in the cost-benefit aralyses for the
P9ach Bottom, Hope Creek and Three Mile Island reactors. Have you
reviewed the newly adopted release values and how would th4y affect
the benefit-cost balance for the Susquehanna Station?

A. I have reviewe6 the Appeal Board's adopted radon release values and

conclude the following:

First, the Appeal Board's adopted r6 don release rates (6600

Ci/ Annual Fuel Requirement (AFR)) during~ictive mining and

milling are not significantly different fram those used in the

Susquehanna FES (5190 Ci/Ar-),

Second, use of the Appeal Board's long-tena radon release

rates after mining and milling have ceased (91 C1/AFR/yr for

ASLAB's case $would not result in significantly different
1

impacts than the val'ies used in the Susquehanna CES (ie.,

38 Ci/AFR/yr for 100 ye?rs, 47 Ci/AFR/yr for the next 400

years, and 137 Ci/AFR/yr for periods beyond 500 years).

Consequently, I conclude that use of these new radon release values

to estimate health effects in the Susquehanna FES would not change

the validity of the favorable benefit-cost balance.

!
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Ta bl e 1. Update of the Potential Health Impacts of Radon-222 Releases From
Uranium Mining and Milling Per RRY

.

Based on the Based on Current Estimates
Perkins Record NUREG-0757 Based on BEIR III

Source Term (Ci) ****

a.100-yr Environmental Dose 5,300 6,800 Same

Comm.itment
b.1,000-yr Environmental Dose 59,000 31,000 Same

Commitment
.

Population Doses
(Person-rem) ,

a.100-yr Environmental Dose
Commitment

Total Body 140 58 Same
Lung * 3,000 670 "

Bone 3,600 920 "

b.1,000-yr Environmenta?
Dose Commitment

Total Body 1,500 31 0
"

Lung 33,000 3,100 "

Bo9e 41,000 4,200 "

_.

Potential Health Impacts
a.100-yr Environmental Dose

.

Commi tment;

Cancer Mortality 0.11 0.06 0.0E'

Genetic Effects ** 0.036 0.02*** 0.02 <

[ b. 1,000-yr Environmental Dose
! Commitment
| Cancer Mortality 1.2 0.3 0.4

Genetic Effects 0.4 0.08*** 0.07

* Bronchial epithelium
**All serious defects over next 5 generations.

*** Genetic effects were incorrectly based on total-body equivalent dose; as shown, it is
corrected for total body dose only.

****The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation,1980;
National Academy of Sciences, Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiation (BEIR III Report).
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Professional Qualifications
, .

My name is Edward F. Branagan, Jr. ~

Radiological Assessment Branch in the Office of NRadio' logical Physicist with the
I am a

Presently, I am responsible for evaluating the enviuclear Reactor Regulation.impacts from nuclear power reactors. ronmental radiologicalevaluatin In particular I am responsible for
,

licensing.g radioecological moceis and health effect models Tor use in reac' torI have been with the Radiological Assessment Branch for abye a rs.
out 2

Science Teaching fro,a Catholic University in 1970I received 18. A. in Physics from Catholic University in 1969, an M. A. in **
Biophysics from Kansas University in 1976. , and a Ph.D. in Radiation
for my Ph.D. , I was an instructor of Radiation Techn lWhile completing my course work 'College.

ported by a U.S. Public Health Service tranineeshipMy research work was in the area of DNA base damag.

o ogy at Haskell Junior
and was sup-e

entitled " Nuclear Magne'ic Resonance Spectroscopy of Gamma 7My disse,rtation wasBases."
..

rradiated DNA~

V4terial Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), and with the Of fiSince joining the NRC in 1976, I have been with both the Offi
,

ce of NuclearRegulatiun (NRR).

I was the project man.ger for two contracts that the NRC had with D kin NM55 I was involved in project management and technical
ce of Nuclear Reactorwork.

Ridce National Laboratory.
These contracts were concerned with estimatingradiation doses from radon-222 and radium-226 releases f

a

Uranium Milling (DGEis), I calculated health effects fropart of my work on NRC's Draft Generic Environmental Impact St trom uranium mills. As.
a ement on'

Uranium Mining and Milling for Commercial Nuclear Power" atUpon publication of the DGEIS, I presented a paper entitl d "Hm uranium mill tailings.ealth Effects ofe

Health * Implications of New Energy Technologies a Conference onworked ca several projects: Since joining NRR, I have
" Staff Review of 'Radioecological Assessment of the Wyhl N(1) managed and main author of a report entitled

.

(NUREG-0568), (2) served as a technical contact on an NRCuclear Power Plant'"
National Laboratory involvinc development of a computcontract with Argonne
health effects from radiation, (3) served as a technicaler program to calculate

measured concentrations of radionuclides in the erviro ucontract with Idaho National Engineering Laboratory involving estimonitnr on an NRC
mated and

tachnical monitor on an NRC contract with Lawrence livent; (4) served as a
cerning a literature review of values fer parameters 'r terrestri l

.

v more Laboratory con-transport models and (5
Laboratory concer;ning a s)tatistical analysis of dose estimatserved as a technical monitur with Dak Ridge Nationalradionuclide

a.

es via food pathways.
ation for the Advancement of Seier-*. Presently, I am a member of the Health Physics Society and th

,

,

e Ameri,can Associ-
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